
Evaluating a Combined JD/MBA Program

Combined degree programs make lawyers more viable for the professional market, broaden perspectives,
increase knowledge and skills, and help to create flexible career paths. Consequently, a greater number of
law schools today are offering combined JD/MBA programs and the enrollments in such programs
have grown phenomenally over the last five years. However, with the increase in options comes the
confusion between choices and the need to sort and find from available options the particular combination
which would benefit you the most. This article is about perspectives and considerations that you can use to
decide which combined JD/MBA program would be the best one for you.
 

Employment prospects of a combined JD/MBA

A combined JD/MBA is not like other dual degree combinations. Let's face it: Law firms hire JDs,
companies hire MBAs, and  companies looking for long-term in-house counsel , who would also be
business leaders, prefer (they don't actively look for) JD/MBAs. But the combination is not so common that
anyone would advertise such a requirement.

Remember, just like seeing a degree from a poor law school becoming a burden rather than an asset, people
also find getting an MBA from just about anywhere does not work. Okay, it will help you to improve
yourself, your style of thinking and approaching tasks, and help you to become a better lawyer if you want
to be one. Any MBA course would help in self-improvement, but to work as a badge of honor and a
differentiating edge for a prospective candidate, an MBA has to be from a select school.

Both in case of law schools and MBA schools, the brand works to provide an instant network.

This is where a combined JD/MBA program is most helpful – if you happen to have an MBA on offer from a
select school as part of your combined degree, remember that it's saving you the requirement of at least 5
to 6 years of postgraduate work-experience ordinarily required for admission to such an MBA course.

When does a combined JD/MBA prove valuable for employment?

To make things work, and to get proper value out of a JD/MBA from the employer's market, certain
conditions need to be fulfilled:

The subjects in the combined course should be aligned: A JD with an MBA in finance will take you to the
boardroom of companies or to the pinnacles of tax practice. It would bag you a Summer Honors Program
at the SEC, but it is not going to help if you decide to spend your life practicing human rights violations. You
might think that's elementary, but people often miss out on the obvious.
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Remember, though a combined JD/MBA may not get you more internship or job offers, it is certainly going
to get you more interviews. Since combined JD/MBAs are still rare, it raises a question in the minds of
recruiters and makes them curious. You get an interview call, and then you need to prove that you meet
their candidate criteria.

Do not think that a combined JD/MBA is going to work wonders at entry level, but it would keep proving
more valuable as you go ahead your career path and employers need to make recruitment decisions or
promotion decisions. For an experienced lawyer with substantive knowledge and experience in law practice,
that extra MBA can help to gain a partnership faster than others.

Decide on your career objectives before selecting a JD/MBA
combination

Now that you have an idea of the realities with a combined JD/MBA, first sit down and carefully decide your
career objectives, including the specific areas of law where you intend to grow in practice. If the MBA is not
complementary or supplementary to your career objectives don't go for it. Nothing like it if your major
subjects in your law degree and MBA degree complement each other – that's a deadly combination
employers would find difficult to ignore. Otherwise, the MBA should make sense to people who look at your
resume, and should make sense to you. If it does, it's a good choice. But don't accept something just
because it is there.
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